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Contact Us
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Please use the following contact tools to access more
project information, ask questions or provide comments.
213.922.6934
purplelineext@metro.net
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metro.net/purple
twitter.com/purplelinetbms
twitter.com/purplelineext

The Purple Line Extension Transit Project is a
critically important rail project that will provide
a high-capacity, high-speed, dependable alternative
for commuters to travel between downtown
Los Angeles and Westwood in just 25 minutes.
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What is a tunnel boring machine?
soil in front of it so no dirt from above falls into
the tunnel. As the TBM pushes its way through the
tunnel, it presses concrete segments into the tunnel
behind it. These segments form complete rings.
These rings support the tunnel.

Why are there two TBMs? 

What do they do with all that dirt?

Two TBMs are needed to dig two parallel tunnels
that will connect three new stations between
Koreatown and Beverly Hills. Two machines finish
the work faster than one machine.

The soil grated away by the TBMs will be taken out
of the tunnel in large rail cars and hauled away to
a receiving facility. Metro encourages recycling or
reuse of excavated soil when possible.

How do they work?

How much dirt will the TBMs remove?

The front section of a TBM is called the shield.
At the front of the shield is the cutterhead. The
cutterhead is like a giant round cheese grater.
The shield has two jobs; it drills through the dirt
to create a large hole, and it presses against the

When the TBMs complete their job they will have
excavated 495,000 cubic yards of soil from the
ground. Of course, the amount of soil increases
because of the “fluff” factor.

Parts of the TBM

What is the “fluff ” factor?
Underground soil is compact and compressed.
When it is cut out and moved from TBM to railcar
to truck, this handling increases the amount of air
or fluff in the soil. So, although 495,000 cubic yards
will be cut by the TBM, approximately 650,000 cubic
yards will be removed from the Wilshire/La Brea site.

What is “earthpaste”?
Excavated ground is mixed with ground conditioning
agents (foam) inside the excavation chamber to
create an “earthpaste” material with the consistency
of soft serve ice cream or toothpaste. Properly
conditioned ground can be moved more readily
through the screw conveyor and out of the tunnel
than typical native soil. This “earthpaste” seals the
space between the cutterhead and the soil face,

WEIGHT

1,000 tons each

As heavy as 167 woolly mammoths.

significantly reducing the chance of a collapse of
soil above the cutterhead.

Why are we going to name them?
Like ships, TBMs are named before they begin
work, to bring luck. A female name is chosen
because historically, underground workers looked
to Saint Barbara for protection. She is the patron
saint for military engineers, miners and others who
work underground.

How slow do they go?
The Purple Line Extension Transit Project TBMs
tunnel at a rate of 50 feet per day. The center of
the earth is about 3,959 miles down. It would take
approximately 1,145 years for the TBM to bore a
tunnel to the center of the earth.

WIDTH

21 ½ feet

As wide as the Triforium in
downtown LA.

MASS

495,000 cubic yards
of soil excavated

The dirt from the tunnels would be
enough to fill 2,357,143 bathtubs.

The TBMs will dig tunnels side by side starting at
Wilshire/La Brea in the Miracle Mile section of Los
Angeles and continue towards Wilshire/Western
in Koreatown. Then they will be disassembled and
transported back to Wilshire/La Brea where they will
be reassembled to complete the westward leg of
their journey. The TBMs will dig through Wilshire/
Fairfax and finish tunneling at Wilshire/La Cienega
in Beverly Hills.
To create two tunnels between Wilshire/Western
and Wilshire/La Cienega the TBMs will work 5 days
a week, 20 hours per day and will require about 24
months to complete their job.
Wilshire/
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A tunnel boring machine (TBM) is a giant drill
that slowly cuts through the earth, digging the
tunnels needed for the trains to travel underground.
Imagine a giant steel inchworm eating its way
through the earth!

A journey through the Earth

HEIGHT

21 ½ feet

As tall as 4 construction workers
standing on each other’s shoulders.

SPEED

4 inches per
minute

Wilshire/
Fairfax

Wilshire/
La Brea

SIZE

21 ½ feet
(cutterhead)

As fast as a snail...or should
we say as slow as a snail?

PURPLE LINE EXTENSION
TBMS CUTTERHEAD

The Cutterhead: At the very front of the TBM is the
cutterhead. Within the cutterhead are 114 cutters. Some
teeth help break up soft soil, some help chew up large
boulders, while others collect soil and guide it through
openings inside the cutterhead.

The Shield: Behind the cutterhead is the shield, a huge steel
cylinder that supports the sides of the tunnel and protects
the workers on the inside from soil and water.

LENGTH

400 feet
As long as 10 school buses.

*size and dimensions are approximate

SEATTLE’S BERTHA
CUTTERHEAD

